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Professor Finn Tarp has directed UNU-WIDER for almost ten years. Under his leadership, UNU-WIDER has conducted policy relevant research on an impressive range of issues at the center of the UN sustainable development agenda, including finance, food and climate change and transformation, inclusion and sustainability. A thorny issue in the development discourse has throughout been whether development aid works or not in promoting economic growth and development. In his farewell lecture Finn Tarp will discuss how five generations of aid research have finally converged towards a meaningful consensus. A broad set of principles for future development policy and action will sum up where we should move from here.

The event is hosted and chaired by Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Under-Secretary of State Elina Kalkku.

If you are interested in participating, kindly fill the Lyyti-link below before 13th Dec at 12 am
https://www.lyyti.fi/reg/Finn_Tarp__UNUWIDER_on_development_cooperation_4904

Due to safety regulations in the government premises, prior participation registration is required.